ASSEMBLING THE CAMBO SC/SCN CAMERA

Thank you for purchasing a Cambo SC/SCN camera and welcome to the world of large format photography. This brief instruction sheet is designed to help you assemble your new camera. If you are not experienced with large format equipment there are many fine "how to" books available that can help you master the use of your new view camera. Please call your distributor whenever we can help you with any of your photographic needs.

1. Remove all inner boxes from the carton. You will find that there are 5 components that make up a Cambo SC/SCN Camera. These include: 1. Front Standard, 2. Rear Standard, 3. Monorail, 4. Bellows and 5. Ground Glass Back.

2. The Front Standard and Rear Standard are already attached to the Monorail and simply need to be rotated into position. The diagram on the back of this page will help you to properly position each Standard.

3. The tripod mounting block is shipped "upside down" on the Monorail. It must be removed and inverted. Simply turn the knob on the mounting block counter clockwise until the entire mounting block can be removed. Re-attach the block to the Monorail with the tripod socket pointing down and tighten by turning the knob clockwise. You can now mount your camera to a sturdy tripod or studio stand (remove the 1/4-20 adapter in the tripod mounting block to mount the camera to tripods or stands having a large 3/8" screw mount).

4. At the top of each Standard is a Slide Lock which secures the Lensboard, Bellows and Ground Glass Back. When the Slide Lock button is depressed and the bar is shifted in the direction of the arrow, the indicated side is unlocked. When the Slide Lock bar is returned to the center position, both sides of the standard are locked. To attach the Lensboard, insert its bottom edge into the bottom of the Front Standard, behind the chrome clips. Next, unlock the front of the Front Standard by depressing the lock button and sliding the locking bar to the side. Then, press the top of the lensboard flatly against the Front Standard and return the Slide Lock to the center "lock" position.

5. Follow the same procedure to attach the Bellows and Ground Glass Back.